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Abstract Location-based social network (LBSN) is at the

forefront of emerging trends in social network services (SNS)

since the users in LBSN are allowed to “check-in” the places

(locations) when they visit them. The accurate geographi-

cal and temporal information of these check-in actions are

provided by the end-user GPS-enabled mobile devices, and

recorded by the LBSN system. In this paper, we analyze and

mine a big LBSN data, Gowalla, collected by us. First, we

investigate the relationship between the spatio-temporal co-

occurrences and social ties, and the results show that the co-

occurrences are strongly correlative with the social ties. Sec-

ond, we present a study of predicting two users whether or not

they will meet (co-occur) at a place in a given future time, by

exploring their check-in habits. In particular, we first intro-

duce two new concepts, bag-of-location and bag-of-time-lag,

to characterize user’s check-in habits. Based on such bag rep-

resentations, we define a similarity metric called habits sim-

ilarity to measure the similarity between two users’ check-in

habits. Then we propose a machine learning formula for pre-

dicting co-occurrence based on the social ties and habits sim-

ilarities. Finally, we conduct extensive experiments on our

dataset, and the results demonstrate the effectiveness of the

proposed method.
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1 Introduction

Currently, big data analysis and processing has become one

of challenging tasks in both research and industry commu-

nity. Big data broadly denotes a large, complex, and dynamic

dataset [1]. Various application domains, such as biology,

astronomy, social science, computer science, have collected

more and more data due to the rapid development of the data

collection technology.

Among these application domains, the big online social

network data generated by users has attracted much attention

in the research community. In recent years, social network

services (SNS) such as Facebook and Twitter have become

increasingly popular. These traditional SNS platforms allow

the users to share thoughts, activities, photos, and other in-

formation with friends. Unlike the traditional SNS, recently,

location-based social networks (LBSN) rapidly attract a con-

siderable number of people to share their locations through

GPS-equipped smart-phones. In LBSN, the users are al-

lowed to check-in locations (spots) when they visit there,

and to share their check-in’s with friends via their mobile de-

vices. Meanwhile, their accurate geographical locations are

provided by GPS-enabled functionality, and the temporal in-

formation is recorded by the LBSN systems. This emerging

form of applications open the door for researchers to study

spatio-temporal features of user’s online activities.

However, so far there have not been much research on

spatio-temporal features of user’s online check-in activities

and on how these features affect the interactions between

users in LBSN. One interesting feature is the spatio-temporal
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co-occurrences [2–4]. This feature describes an event that

two users simultaneously appear at the same location. In

LBSN, the co-occurrence between two users means that they

visited the same location in a short temporal range. In this pa-

per, the co-occurrence is always short for spatio-temporal co-

occurrence if not specifically stated. Another interesting fea-

ture is the spatio-temporal characteristics of the user’s check-

in habits. This feature can be used to identify the users by

their special habits, to group the users by their habit similar-

ities, and to infer social tie between two users, and so forth.

Based on the analysis of these spatio-temporal features of

users in LBSN, in this paper, we are interested in the problem

of predicting the co-occurrence between two users.

Some previous studies have focused on the relationships

between the co-occurrences and the social ties. As observed

in certain off-line and online social systems [2, 5], a small

number of co-occurrences can result in a high likelihood of

a social tie. Specifically, in an off-line system, this phe-

nomenon has been used to study city life [5]. In an on-

line context, the authors [2] study this issue on the photo-

sharing site Flickr (www.flickr.com/), and they report that a

small number of contemporaneous photo-taken activities can

lead to a high likelihood of a social link. To show this phe-

nomenon whether or not exists in LBSN, we first crawl a very

large LBSN dataset from a former notable LBSN platform,

Gowalla. The crawled Gowalla dataset includes 317 815

users, 1 778 487 social ties, 1 777 090 spots, and 16 929 121

check-ins. Based on it, we examine the correlations between

co-occurrences and social ties in Gowalla. However, as our

observation in Gowalla, this phenomenon is not very signifi-

cant, but the co-occurrences still exhibit a strong correlation

with the social ties. Based on this analysis, we present a ma-

chine learning method for co-occurrence prediction by using

the social-tie features and the users’ check-in habits similar-

ities. In particular, we first propose a bag-of-location and a

bag-of-time-lag representation to capture the spatial and tem-

poral features of user’s check-in habits respectively. Based

on the bag representations, we define a similarity metric to

measure the similarities of users’ check-in habits. Then, with

the features of social ties and check-in similarities, we use

a logistic regression classifier to predict the co-occurrence

between two given users. Finally, we conduct extensive ex-

periments on our dataset, and the results show the predictive

accuracy is greater than 90%.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2

describes the collected Gowalla dataset. Section 3 shows

the relationship between the co-occurrences and social ties.

The bag representations and the machine learning formula,

as well as the experimental results are presented in Section

4. We briefly survey the related work in Section 5, and we

conclude this work in Section 6.

2 The big Gowalla data

In this section, we introduce our Gowalla dataset, and

present a certain basic analysis on it as well. Gowalla

was a notable location-based social networking platform,

which was acquired by Facebook recently. Unlike tradi-

tional online social network platforms, the location-based so-

cial networking services, such as Gowalla and Foursquare

(http://foursquare.com/), present a new way for users to share

locations with their friends.

In recent years, with the development of mobile device,

GPS functionality is widely embedded,which can provide ac-

curate geographical location of user. This evolution is rapidly

enriching the structure of social network. The Gowalla inte-

grates this kind of location information into the traditional

social network by exploiting the new concept “check-in”. In

the Gowalla, all the users are mobile device holders, and all

the spots are the sites (places) that the users ever visited.

A check-in with a timestamp means a user visited a spot at

a certain time. By integrating the spots and check-ins, the

location-based social network (LBSN) presents a novel graph

structure as shown in Fig. 1. Note that in the traditional on-

line social networks such as Twitter and Facebook, the net-

work only contains one type of nodes (users). For instance,

in Fig. 1, the traditional social networks usually only contain

the users (left nodes), keeping their social ties. In LBSN, the

users still have their friends, and can freely check-in some

spots when they visited them, or they can check-in the same

spot when they visited it at different time (i.e., s2 in Fig. 1).

u1

u2

u3

u4

s1

s2

s3

s4

s5

2009-03-01 17:04:01
2009-03-03 06:06:46

2009-03-08 22:30:39

2009-03-08 22:15:092009-02-25 17:18:53

2009-02-25 17:25:00

2009-03-12 22:40:56

2009-03-28 17:39:21

Users Spotscheck-in timestamp

Fig. 1 Example: graph structure of Gowalla

For deep analysis, we implemented a crawler to gather a

representative dataset from Gowalla using its open API. We

launched the crawler for six months from October 01, 2010.
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All the crawled data is summarized in Table 1. In particu-

lar, we have collected 317 815 online users which includes

1 778 487 social ties. For the locations, we have crawled

1 777 090 spots, which contains 16 929 121 check-ins in to-

tal. Figure 2 visualizes the spots (locations) from the crawled

data. Interestingly, from Fig. 2, we can see that the shape of

world map is clear, which implies that the collected dataset

covers most locations that the users visited in Gowalla. The

result further suggests that the collected dataset can represent

the whole Gowalla data. Otherwise, the shape could be a por-

tion of the world map if the dataset contains bias data.

Fig. 2 World check-in map of crawled data

Table 1 Summary of crawled Gowalla dataset

Items Crawled size

Users 317 815

Social ties 1 778 487

Spots 1 777 090

Check-ins 16 929 121

In our collected dataset, a check-in record is a tuple

〈userid, latitude, longitude, timestamp〉. Here latitude and

longitude denotes the latitude and longitude of the location

where the user visited, and timestamp denotes the time stamp

of the check-in activity. Each user in the crawled dataset has a

check-in list and a check-in list contains a location sequence

and a time-stamp sequence. As shown in Fig. 3, the length

of the check-in lists (the number of check-ins) of the users

exhibit a power law distribution. In other words, the length

of the location sequence and time-stamp sequence of users

are extremely diverse. This result indicates that the sequence

matching based methods, which require the length of the se-

quences are equivalent, for measuring similarities such as [6]

cannot work well in our dataset. To overcome this issue, we

resort to the bag-of-words model [7], which is a well-known

model to characterize the word features of the documents in

information retrieval area. One of the important properties of

the bag-of-wordsmodel is that it can yield a feature vector for

each document with same length. Thus, it can easily define

the similarity measure between two feature representations.

We shall describe our feature representation method in the

following sections. Below, we first present a analysis of the

relationship between the co-occurrences and the social ties,

and then we propose a machine learning formula for predict-

ing the co-occurrence between two users based on their social

ties and check-in activities.
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Fig. 3 The log-log plot of user’s check-ins distribution

3 Co-occurrences and social ties

Previous study on an online photo-share website, Flickr,

shows that a small number of co-occurrences can yield a

high empirical likelihood of the social links [2]. Here, we

are interested in studying this issue in Gowalla. We choose

to study the active users whose number of check-in’s greater

than 50, resulting in 8% of all users in our dataset (25 516

active users). The reason of using active users for analysis is

that most users in Gowalla are inactive, and the median user

has only 23 check-in’s, thus it has lower probability that two

inactive users contain co-occurrences.

We follow the techniques in [2] to study this issue. First,

we divide the surface of the earth into grid-like cells, and the

side lengths of the cell span z degrees of latitude and longi-

tude. In our analysis, z takes the values of 1.0, 0.1, and 0.01

respectively. Second, for any two users ui and u j, we count

the number of co-occurrences between them at various time

ranges, 1 d, 5 d, 10 d, 15 d, 20 d, 25 d, and 30 d, respectively.

Third, we calculate the fraction of social ties Fra = Nc/Nf

and the probability of social ties Pro = Nc/Nu w.r.t. a speci-

fied number of co-occurrences. Here Nc denotes the number

of social ties that involves at least a specified number of co-

occurrences, Nf denotes the number of social ties, and Nu

denotes the number of user-pairs that involves at least a spec-

ified number of co-occurrences. Our results of Fra and Pro

as a function of the number of co-occurrences are shown in
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Fig. 4(a)–(c) and Fig. 4(d)–(f) respectively.

From Fig. 4(a)–(c), we find that the fraction of social ties

decreases as the increasing number of co-occurrences and

the decreasing temporal range in all 1.0, 0.1, and 0.01 cells.

There are 50%, 40%, and 22.9% of all social ties having

one co-occurrence in a 1.0, 0.1, and 0.01 cell at one day,

respectively. These results show that the friends exhibit co-

occurrences in Gowalla, indicating that the social ties cor-

relate to the co-occurrences. On the other hand, as shown

in Fig. 4(d)–(f), the probability of social ties typically in-

creases as the number of co-occurrences increases and tem-

poral range decreases. Surprisingly, the results show a lower

probability of social links w.r.t. the number of co-occurrences

than the observations in [2]. The largest probability is only

0.22, which appears when the temporal range is one day, the

spatial threshold is 0.01, and the number of co-occurrences

is 14. In the Flickr dataset, however, the largest probability

is greater than 0.95 reported in [2]. One potential explana-

tion could be that two strangers in Gowalla have a signifi-

cant opportunity to check-in the same cell at the same tem-

poral range. However, the probability of the event that two

strangers take photos in the same place at the same temporal

range, and then upload their photos into Flickr is relatively

low.

4 Predicting co-occurrence

In this section, we are interested in studying the problem of

predicting two users in Gowalla whether or not they will

contain a co-occurrence from their social ties and histori-

cal check-in activities. In the following, we first describe a

method to represent the spatial and temporal features of the

check-in activities. Then, we present a machine learning for-

mula to predict the co-occurrence phenomenon between any

two given users based on such spatial and temporal features.

4.1 Feature representation and similarity metric

As discussed in the previous sections, each user’s check-in

histories can be represented by a location sequence and a

time-stamp sequence. The time-stamp sequence is a discrete

time-point sequence, and it could be missing some important

temporal features of user’s check-in activities as described in

a simple example below. To better characterize the temporal

features, we turn to use the time-lag sequence, where each el-

ement of the sequence is a time lag between two consecutive

check-in activities. The time-lag sequence can be deemed

as a “first-order” representation of the time-stamp sequence,

and it can capture some important temporal characteristics of

user’s check-in activities as illustrated in the following exam-

ple.

Consider two users u1 and u2, and let the time-stamp se-

quence of u1 and u2 be (1, 3, 5) and (6, 8, 10) respectively.

Obviously, the time-stamp sequence of u1 and u2 are quite

different. However, the time-lag sequences are equivalent,

which equal to (2, 2). In fact, these two users exhibit similar

temporal characteristics of their check-in activities as both

of them have a check-in activity at every other day. Hence,

in this case, the time-lag sequence is more powerful than the
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time-stamp sequence for characterizing the temporal features.

To simplify our analysis, inspired by the bag-of-words

model [7], we similarly represent the spatial and temporal

features of user’s check-in activities. We refer to our bag rep-

resentations as the bag-of-location and the bag-of-time-lag,

and the detail descriptions are given as follows.

• Bag-of-location representation for each user ui, we

represent the spatial features of ui by a bag-of-location.

For convenience, firstly, we divide the surface of the

earth into grid-like cells, and the side lengths of the cell

span z degrees of latitude and longitude. Secondly, we

map each location that have been visited by users into

a cell. And we denote each location by a cell label c j,

where j = 1, 2, . . . ,m, and m is the number of cells that

have been visited by users. Then, for a given user ui, the

location sequence is given by Ci = (c j1 , c j2 , . . . , c jni
),

where c jk , for k = 1, 2, . . . , ni, denotes a cell visited by

user ui, and ni denotes the number of check-in’s of user

ui. Finally, the bag-of-location representationCi of user

ui is the histogram of the location sequence Ci.

• Bag-of-time-lag representation for a given user in our

collected dataset, we design a bag-of-time-lag repre-

sentation to characterize the temporal features of user’s

check-in records, where the time lag denotes the time

difference between two consecutive check-in activities.

Specifically, for each user ui, we extract the time-stamp

sequence Ti = t1, t2, . . . , tni from his check-in’s. For

convenience, we use day as the time unit in this work.

And then, we sort the time-stamp sequence resulting in

T̃i = t̃1, t̃2, . . . , t̃ni and calculate the time lag as Δt j =

t̃ j+1 − t̃ j, for 1 � j � ni−1. Then, the time-lag sequence

of ui is given by a vector ΔTi = (Δt1,Δt2, · · · ,Δtni−1).

Finally, the bag-of-time-lag representation Ti of user ui

is the histogram of the time-lag sequence ΔTi.

• Check-in habits similarity based on the bag-of-word

representation, we are able to easily measure the sim-

ilarity between two users from their check-in activi-

ties. For convenience, we refer to such similarity as the

check-in habits similarity, because it reflects the simi-

larity of users’ check-in habits. The habits similarity

between user u1 and user u2 is defined by

S i j = λ cos(Ci,Cj) + (1 − λ) cos(Ti, T j), (1)

where Ci denotes bag-of-location representation of user

ui, Ti the bag-of-time-lag representation of user ui,

cos(a, b) the cosine distance between the vectors a and

b, and λ ∈ [0, 1] s a parameter used to tradeoff the

spatial and temporal features. The reason of using the

cosine distance is twofold. First, the cosine metric is

very easy to compute. Second, it can be applied to the

kernel-based classifiers. In addition, it is worth men-

tioning that if λ = 0, the habits similarity only captures

temporal features, while if λ = 1, the habits similarity

only captures spatial feature. If 0 < λ < 1, then the

habits similarity clearly captures both spatial and tem-

poral features.

4.2 Problem definition and methodology

In this subsection, we first formulate the co-occurrence pre-

diction problem. Then, we propose a machine learning

method for solving this problem.

4.2.1 Problem definition

Given a social graph G with adjacent matrix A, two users ui

and u j, and their check-in list up to time t, the goal of the co-

occurrence prediction problem is to predict whether or not

the contemporaneous event will happen between two users ui

and u j in the temporal interval (t, t + Δt).

4.2.2 Learning methodology

We make use of a logistic regression classifier to predict

whether or not two users include a co-occurrence in tempo-

ral range Δt, because it is very simple and easy to imple-

ment. Moreover, in the experiments, we find that such lo-

gistic regression based method can achieve very promising

results. We begin with defining two features for the logis-

tic regression classifier. The first is the social-ties feature,

which is denoted by a variable Ai j. In particular, for two

users ui and u j, if they are friends, then Ai j = 1, otherwise

Ai j = 0. The reason why we choose the social-tie as a feature

for prediction is that our previous empirical observations have

shown the strong correlation between the social ties and the

co-occurrences (see Fig. 4). The second feature we chosen is

the similarity between two users ui and u j, and here we use

the similarity measure S i j defined in Eq. (1). This is based

on a mild assumption as described as follows. If two users

whose check-in habits are similar, then they have high like-

lihood to include a co-occurrence. After having features, we

formulate the logistic regression classifier in the following.

P(Bi j|Ai j, S i j) =
1

1 + e−(a0+a1Ai j+a2S i j)
, (2)

where a0, a1, a2 are the coefficients that we estimate on the

training data, and Bi j is a binary variable, which is Bi j = 1
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if two users ui and u j have at least one co-occurrence in tem-

poral range Δt, Bi j = 0 otherwise, and S i j denotes the habits

similarity between user ui and user u j.

4.3 Results

We consider the active users whose number of check-ins are

greater than 50 to learning the model parameters, as the fea-

ture representations of these users are more meaningful than

those of inactive users. We divide our dataset into two dataset

by check-in’s time stamp, namely dataset I and dataset II.

Specifically, we generate dataset I by extracting all check-in

records from the active users in our collected dataset whose

time stamp are less than or equal to t. And then we generate

dataset II by extracting the check-in records from our col-

lected dataset whose time stamp belongs to (t, t + Δt). Then

we generate the training sets as follows. Firstly, from dataset

I, we randomly generate 100 000 user-pairs and extract the

feature vectors in terms of the bag-of-word model. Then, we

compute the habit similarities using Eq. (1). Here, we set

the spatial threshold z to 0.1, and similar results can be ob-

served for other z values. For the tradeoff parameter λ (in

Eq. (1)), we set it to 0, 0.5, and 1, denoting temporal feature,

spatio-temporal feature, and spatial feature respectively. Sec-

ondly, we label each user-pair to 1 if they have at least one

co-occurrence, 0 otherwise. We also use the same method to

generate the test sets with size 100 000 from dataset II.

We conduct the experiments on four various temporal

ranges (Δt): 1 d, 10 d, 20 d, and 30 d. In all of our exper-

iments, we estimate logistic regression coefficients over 10-

fold cross validation. And we use the predictive accuracy as

the evaluation metric. The results are shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5 Accuracy of predicting co-occurrence of different classifiers in var-
ious temporal intervals (Δt): 1 d, 10 d, 20 d and 30 d

In Fig. 5, Random denotes the random predictor. T, ST, and

S denote the logistic regression classifiers in which the habits

similarity S i j is based on the temporal feature (λ = 0), spatio-

temporal feature (λ = 0.5), and spatial feature (λ = 1) respec-

tively. From Fig. 5, we can observe that classifier ST slightly

outperforms the classifier T and significantly outperforms the

classifier S over all the temporal intervals. This result indi-

cate that the spatio-temporal features are more effective to

capture the habits similarity between two users than other

features, and the temporal features are better than the spatial

features to characterize habits similarity. It is worth noting

that the predictive accuracies of the classifiers ST and T are

very promising, which are greater than 0.9 in all the temporal

ranges. In contrast, the classifier S exhibits relatively poor

performance whose predictive accuracy is about 0.75 over

all the temporal ranges. Although the classifier S perform

poorly, it still substantially outperforms the random predic-

tor. These results suggest that the proposed spatio-temporal

features indeed capture the important features of users’ habits

similarities, thus resulting in a high prediction accuracy.

4.3.1 Effect of the parameter λ

Here we study how the parameter λ affects the performance

of the classifiers. We set the temporal range to 1 day, and sim-

ilar results can be observed for other temporal ranges. The

results of predictive accuracies over different λ are shown in

Fig. 6. From Fig. 6, we can see that the predictive accuracy

is robust w.r.t. the parameter λ when λ � 0.7. If λ > 0.8, we

can see that the predictive accuracy decreases as increasing

λ. The reason is because if λ increases, then the weight of

the spatial features increases, thus resulting in that the habits

similarities are dominated by the spatial feature. Since tem-

poral features are more effective than the spatial features to

capture the habits similarities, the large weight of the spatial

feature reduces the predictive accuracy.
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4.3.2 Comparison between social ties and habits similari-

ties

To better understand the relationships of the learned model to

the features (social ties and habits similarities), we compare

the ROC curves of three logistic regression (LR) classifiers

with various features. The three classifiers include LR with

social ties (Eq. (2) with a2 = 0), LR with habits similarities

(Eq. (2) with a1 = 0), and LR with social ties and habits

similarities (Eq. (2)). As shown in the previous experiment,

the spatio-temporal feature is the best one to characterize

the habits similarities, thereby we choose the spatio-temporal

feature and set λ = 0.5 to measure the habits similarities.

For the temporal range, we set it to 1 day, and similar results

can be obtained in other temporal ranges. Figure 7 depicts

the ROC curves of these three classifiers. From Fig. 7, we

can see that the classifier with combinational features (both

social ties and habits similarities) outperforms the classifier

with a signal feature for co-occurrence prediction. The per-

formance of LR with habits similarities is significantly better

than the performance of LR with social ties. The results im-

ply that the habits similarities are the crucial features in the

proposed learning model for predicting co-occurrence.
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Fig. 7 ROC curve of logistic regression classifier with various features for
predicting co-occurrence. Fr: social ties (friendships), HS: habits similari-
ties, FrHS: social ties (friendships) and habits similarities

5 Related work

First, our work is related to the problem of analysis and

mining of location-based social network (LBSN). In [8], the

authors propose a location recommendation algorithm for

LBSN by using social and geographical properties of users

and locations. From the analysis point of view, Li et al. [9]

analyze a LBSN over the users profiles, activities, mobility

characteristics and social graphs. And they compare several

LBSNs to study user’s location-sharing behavior [10]. Un-

like their work, recently, Scellato et al. [11] propose a graph-

analysis-based method in LBSN to study how geographic

distance affects the network structure. Subsequently, Scel-

lato et al. in [12] study the spatial properties of the users in

LBSN, and in [13] they propose to use the spatial proper-

ties to predict social ties. Cho et al. [14] investigate the rela-

tionship between the social ties and human mobility from the

LBSN data, and they find that social ties can explain about

10% to 30% human mobility. More recently, Brown et al.

in [14] study the relationship between the spatial properties

of users and the community structures. Their results indicate

that community structure could arise from both social spatial

factors. Most of existing work mainly focus on the spatial

features of users in LBSN. In this paper, we study both spa-

tial and temporal features of user’s check-in activities.

Second, our work is also related to link prediction in so-

cial network [15]. Most link prediction algorithms are based

on graph-based similarity measures [15–18]. However, the

graph-based similarity measures ignore node’s content and

only consider the structure information of the network, thus

cannot be applied to the case with the link structure of the

network totally unknown. This problem is the so-called

cold start link prediction problem [19]. In [19], the authors

proposed a bootstrap probabilistic graph framework and use

node’s group information as an initial measure to solve this

problem. Using content information of nodes for link predic-

tion is well studied in the literature [19–21]. However, to the

best of our knowledge, relatively few studies have focused

on applying node’s spatio-temporal features to predict social

links. In [3,4], the authors use spatio-temporal co-occurrence

events to construct a social network, but their work mainly fo-

cuses on mining these events. In [22], the authors present a

set of spatio-temporal features, namely co-location, to predict

social links. But their features are only based on simple statis-

tics of user’s location history, thus they cannot fully char-

acterize the complicated spatio-temporal features of user’s

check-in activities. The most related work is [2], in which

the authors observed that a small number of spatio-temporal

co-occurrences will lead to high likelihood of a social link

in an online photo share site Flickr. However, unlike their

observations, our work is based on an LBSN, and our re-

sults show a very low probability of a social tie w.r.t. the

co-occurrences. In addition, their work aims to model the

observed phenomenon, while in our work we mainly focus

on how to represent and extract the spatio-temporal features

of user’s check-in activities as well as use these features for

co-occurrence prediction task.

Finally, our work is also related to the spatio-temporal data
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mining. The spatio-temporal data mining is well studied in

the literature [23–27]. In these work, the authors focus on

mining the spatio-temporal patterns from the spatio-temporal

database. These patterns involve periodic pattern of the move

object [23, 27], frequent spatio-temporal sequential pattern

[24], complex sequential pattern [25], and co-occurrence pat-

tern [26]. In addition, there is some other work towards to

mining topic related spatio-temporal patterns. For example,

in [28], the authors propose a probabilistic model to discover

the spatiotemporal theme pattern on Weblogs. In [29, 30],

the authors propose a topic model to mining the geographic

routines of human from mobile phone data. However, all

these work focuses on mining the spatio-temporal patterns.

Instead, we exploit spatio-temporal features for iimproving

predictions in LBSN.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a study of exploring spatio-temporal

features of user’s activities to predict co-occurrence in a

location-based social network, Gowalla. We first propose

bag-of-location and bag-of-time-lag representation to char-

acterize user’s check-in activities. Based on these features,

we define a similarity measure to represent user’s check-in

habit similarities. Then, we make use of a logistic regression

classifier with social-ties feature and habit similarities to pre-

dict co-occurrence between any user-pairs precisely. There

are several future directions that deserve further investigation.

First, it may be interesting to explore other machine learning

approaches (such as SVM and other kernel machines) that

might yield better performance for predicting co-occurrence.

Second, our feature representation methods can not only be

applied to mine location-based social network, but it can also

be used in other domains, such as spatio-temporal data min-

ing and activity recognition. Finally, our current algorithm

works on the sub-dataset which only includes active users. It

is also interesting to develop an efficient learning algorithms

that can handle the entire dataset. A promising direction is to

use the hashing-based learning algorithms to handle such big

data, such as the algorithm is developed in [31, 32].
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